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Antelope Discrete 8 Bundle
JON THORNTON, in plain-sight and in front of everyone, tests an interface, large and small
diaphragm microphones combined with mic modelling software

A

ntelope Audio has been positively
churning out new models of audio
interfaces recently, but has also been
busy on other fronts. As well as
equipping its interfaces with a range of FPGA
processing to run real time emulations of classic
effects and processing, the company has also
been turning its attention to the very front end
of the signal chain. Putting that same FPGA
power to work on modelling classic microphone
responses built on some specially developed
microphones, they now offer some compelling
bundles built around said microphones and
their Discrete 8 interface.
Starting with the interface itself, a familiar
selection of I/O capability is offered. Eight
analogue inputs gives the box one half of its
name. The other half is explained by the
discrete, six transistor pre-amp attached to
each of these. The inputs switch between mic
and line level, with the first two (which are
handily located on the front panel) also offering
high impedance DI inputs via TRS / XLR
combination sockets. Up to sixteen channels of
ADAT I/O (depending on sample rate), two
channels of SP-DIF I/O and eight channels of
balanced analogue outputs on a DB25
connector complete the set.
In addition to the core I/O, you also get two
pairs of balanced analogue outputs for stereo
monitors, and two stereo headphone outputs
— each with their own dedicated level control.
Also on the front panel is a large multifunctional
rotary encoder, and eight smaller encoders,
which act as front-panel gain controls for the
analogue inputs. Connection to a computer is
via either USB 3 or Thunderbolt — both are
supported as standard. USB gives 24 play and
record streams to your DAW of choice, whilst
Thunderbolt increases this to 32, together with
significantly lower latency. A neat, and
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somewhat unusual touch for this class of device
is the provision of a talkback button and
microphone on the front panel. This can be
routed to headphone or monitor mixes as
desired, or any of the pre-amp inputs routed
instead.
Stitching all of this together is the
increasingly ubiquitous ‘middleware’. Although
a small LCD panel and associated buttons can
navigate through and configure most of the key
functions, to really harness the power of the
Discrete 8 you’ll have to engage with this. I’ve
been impressed by the simplicity and ease of
use delivered by Antelope’s efforts in this area
in the past, and the Control Panel software
provided carries on in this tradition, in allowing
up to two monitor mixes and two headphone
mixes to be created from 32 sources, which can
be selected from any permutation of physical
inputs or DAW returns. Basic system settings,
and configuring what is routed to the analogue
or digital outputs is easy and straightforward to
configure. A nice sounding and flexible reverb is
also available, with individual sends from each
of the 32 sources available, and separate

returns to feed each of the headphone and
monitor mixes.
The FPGA based effects and processors are
also set up here, and you can stack up to four of
these on a channel (which can be a physical
input or a DAW return). There’s a good array of
hardware models available here, including EQs,
pre-amps, dynamics, guitar amps and tape
simulators. More than enough, in fact, to build
the most demanding of recording chains for a
range of sources.

Microphone modelling

We’ve seen a number of microphone modelling
solutions in recent years, including those that
are designed around some sort of bespoke
microphone as the all-important source. Where
Antelope’s offer differs is in the provision of two
such microphones — a large diaphragm
condenser and a small diaphragm condenser.
The LDC goes by the name of ‘Edge’ and
features dual diaphragms, with the output of
each side of the capsule available separately on
a 5-pin XLR. The ‘Verge’ SDC is a fixed pattern
cardioid. Both mics are finished in matte black

/ FPGA effects — a BAE 1023 EQ and a ‘Stay Levin’ vintage compressor — inserted on an input channel
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the most straightforward of the two
— being a single
pattern cardioid
source this is
only really a
question of
selecting from the six emulations on
offer. It’s not rocket science to work
out what each of the emulations is
aiming for — they are named with a
model number and the city of origin
of the original. And if ‘Berlin 184’ or
‘Aalborg 4006’ don’t give it away,
the accompanying picture should fill in
the blanks.

/ Which esoteric
vocal mic is
Edge modelling?

and look suitably understated,
almost as if waiting for the characters of
the microphone models to be imprinted
on them. The copper coloured accents
on the Edge give it a little more visual
character than the positively stealth
looking Verge. Both microphones are
supplied with suspension mounts, and in
the Edge’s case the mount also features
a spigot for attaching the included pop
filter — very neat and tidy.

Edge — large diaphragm

Verge — small diaphragm

Using the microphone models means a
return to the control panel software. The
analogue inputs permanently occupy the

top of the software window, with a gain
control, phantom power selection and
input selection (mic/line/instrument).
Clicking a small ‘gear’ icon for an input
instantiates the mic modelling process,
allowing selection from either an Edge or
a Verge model. The Verge models are
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German-made ‘184’

The Edge models are slightly more
involved. A cable breaks out the 5-pin
connector on the base of the mic to two
XLRs, one for each of the diaphragms.
Engaging an Edge model allocates two
of the pre-amp inputs to it, and the
control window now expands to allow
the modification of the polar pattern.
There are 12 emulations on offer for the
Edge, named in the same fashion as the
Verge emulations. The choice extends
through the usual classics (Berlin 47FT,
67 and 87 and Vienna 12 for example)
and some more interesting choices,
such as the Tokyo 800 and some ribbon
designs (Sacramento 121 and Oxford
4038). Operationally, they stay faithful
to the originals — in other words you
can’t select interim polar patterns, or
polar patterns that didn’t exist on the
original. You can, however, reverse the
apparent ‘front’ of the microphone.
I have to say that the control panel
software gets a little bit less intuitive at
this point too. An emulation attached to
a pre-amp input or inputs becomes a
source for the mixer in its own right
— but disabling an Edge emulation
across two inputs can be a little bit hit
and miss at times. It’s also possible to
apply (and change) the emulations in
post-production, but to do this you’ll
need to record the output(s) of the mics
‘raw’ to a mono or stereo DAW track
without the FPGA emulation added, and

then use the supplied native emulation
plug-ins (AU, AAX, VST) in your DAW.
The tonal characters on offer are
more sophisticated than just tweaking
frequency response, as there seem to be
subtle shifts in the perceived transient
responses too. Antelope used
measurements from actual microphones
for the modelling, rather than a software
algorithm. Given the relative ages of my
own microphones, the comparison was
not exact, but I was able to reference a
number of originals to the emulations,
including a U87, R121, DPA4006 and a
KM184. The emulations bring out most
of the essential characters of the
originals. It’s not identical in some cases
— the 4006 emulation doesn’t quite
capture the same ‘in the room’ sense
of the original. But some of the details
are great. The R121 has a slightly
different response between front and
rear, and the emulation seems to
recreate this faithfully.
Antelope offers several different
bundles of the interface, which differ in
the FPGA capability and number of
microphones. Top of the tree is the
Premium Plus bundle, which gets you
one Edge microphone, six Verge mics,
and up to eight channels worth of FPGA
FX with four instances in each channel.
At a street price of just over £2,500
that’s an awful lot of audio firepower for
the money.

VERDICT
PROS

Thunderbolt and USB as
standard; flexible and powerful
interface; Edge and Verge look
and sound well made; mic
emulations plus FPGA FX give a
huge sonic palette; inclusion of
talkback button is neat.

CONS

Control panel software seems a
little buggy at times; emulations
aren’t quite indistinguishable
from originals in some cases.

www.antelopeaudio.com
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